
ABSTRACT 
 
 
European Union Enlargement Process in Western Balkanregion have 

allready  strarting since carrying out of Zagreb Summit in the year 2000 that 
attended by nations in region of Western Balkan. The Nations agree will fulfill all 
demand that specified to become the member European Union. Serbia as one of 
state following the meeting very enthusiastic to join and become the member Uni 
Europe. But, in the year 2006 then, discussion regarding of negotiation of 
Stabilisation and Association Agreement representing first step to become the 
member European Union was desisted. This because of lack of effort by Serbia to 
fulfill demand European Union that is have incuring to delivery indicted war 
criminal of Ratko Mladic. For European Union, delivery of Ratko Mladic 
represent the especial condition approval of Stabilisation and Association 
Agreement. Piquancy of writer Attention to check is: What was European Unionin 
expected from Enlargement on region of Western Balkan? Last what affect that 
faced by Serbia as state residing in region of Western Balkanwith reference to its 
desire to join to to become the member Uni Europe? 

As for this research target is to know, to exploration. and to describe the 
policy of European Union Western Balkanwith region reference Enlargement 
program. Hereinafter also wish to know, comprehending and to describe of how 
its implication to Serbia which wish to join and become the member of European 
Union. While this research usefulness, by academic can add the khasanah of 
International Relation science development, specially which is concerning 
International Relation of International Organization And Region. Hereinafter 
practically, this research is expected usefull and benefit  knowledge exchequer of 
concerning process of nations application in area of Western Balkanand specially 
Serbia in European Union. 

The method used in this research is descriptive which aim to to depict the 
phenomenon European Union Enlargement on Western Balkan accompanied by 
the conditions which must be fulfilled by state which wish to join and also analyse 
its implication to Serbia which want to join and become the member of European 
Union. Descriptive is effort to know the background of desire appearance of 
European Union perform Enlargement in Western Balkan, and also analyse how 
its implication to Serbia that desire to join and become the member of European 
Union. 

The result from this research is: With the existence of European Union 
Enlargement in Western Balkan accompanied with the conditions which must be 
fulfilled by nations which wish to join and become the member Uni Europe, 
making process of membership Serbia in European Union pursued. Lack of 
cooperation of Serbia in fulfilling demand from European Union represent the 
primary factor of cause pursuing of process of membership of Serbia European 
Union. Beside that, not yet finished of problem ratify the constitution of European 
Union make the enlargement issue become the very sensitive issue for Europe 
society so that European Union very taking a care in accepting new member. 
Thereby hence plan the membership Serbia in European Union will not be 
reached until Serbia can fulfill the demand from European Union with reference 
to arrest of war criminal of Ratko Mladic. 
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